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A warm welcome to the very first edition of BW Black Country and Worcestershire, which
we hope will prove to be a long-standing and enduring fixture in an increasingly volatile
publishing world.
This magazine has been made possible largely thanks to the foresight and ambition of
industry veteran Helen Gowland, who launched our stablemate magazine in Hull in the
summer of 2018. The launch has proved a success, not least due to the team of dedicated
professionals backing Helen.
We hope to replicate that success down here in the Black Country and Worcestershire,
a region as diverse from Hull as, say, pork scratchings, Worcester Sauce and Elgar are from
the docks and Philip Larkin. But variety has always been the spice of life, and we hope to
reflect that variety in our pages every quarter.
BW Black Country and Worcestershire is primarily dedicated to entrepreneurship and
the spirit of innovation which has underpinned the two areas’ economies down through
the centuries. That drive and enterprise produced the likes of the famous piquant
Worcester Sauce back in 1837 thanks to local chemists John Wheeley Lea and William
Henry Perrins. It’s still adding flavour to dinner tables more than 180 years later.
Meanwhile, over in the Black Country, the region has transformed itself from its original
incarnation in the Industrial Revolution as an industrial powerhouse, with coal mines,
coking, glass factories, brickworks and steelworks dotting the landscape.
And while heavy manufacturing in the shape of large-scale employers such as the
Round Oak steelworks at Brierley Hill and the rolling mills of the giant Bilston steelworks
near Wolverhampton have been largely swept aside, the proud art of metal-bashing has
been replaced by hi-tech alternatives, such as Jaguar Land Rover’s £500 million engine
plant at the i54 business park near Wolverhampton. Quite simply, the region never stops
reinventing itself.
Personally, I guess I am also reinventing myself a little here. It’s now 45 years and
counting since I first became a working journalist, and the publishing landscape is
unrecognisable from those long-distant days of linotype machines, typewriters, liquid
lunches and the innocent bliss of a world free from mobile phones and the relentless
march of the 24-7 information super-highway called the Internet, which has transformed
all our lives, both for better and sometimes for worse.
But hey, nothing stays the same for long – and you can read about latter-day examples
of workplace reinvention within these very pages, four and a half decades on from my
own nervous beginnings in provincial newspapers.
Check out the inspiring stories of luxury bag manufacturer Goodstart Jones, broadband
pioneers Airband, solicitors Thursfields and marketing experts Nexus Creative, and marvel
at the spirit of innovation and enterprise which continues to drive businesses in the Black
Country and Worcestershire onwards and upwards. All four have faced the challenge of
the worst global medical emergency in a century in the shape of Covid-19 head-on – and
have emerged stronger and wiser.
But you can’t get very far in life without remembering
and learning from the lessons of the past, as all four of our
featured businesses demonstrate in their different ways. In
that reflective spirit, maybe I will turn my mobile phone off
and head to the Black Country and Worcestershire for a liquid
lunch, 1975-style.
After all, you can only reinvent yourself so far, and it’s a
lovely area to explore, whether in these pages or in real life.
Enjoy...
Jon Griffin, BW Editor

All contents copyright © 2020 Business Works.
All rights reserved. While every effort is made to ensure
accuracy, no responsibility can be accepted for inaccuracies,
howsoever caused. No liability can be accepted for
illustrations, photographs, artwork or advertising materials
while in transmission or with the publisher or their agents.
All content marked Profile should be regarded as
advertorial. All information is correct at time of going to
print, September 2020.
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ST. MODWEN TO DELIVER MORE THAN
285,000 SQ FT IN THE MIDLANDS

St. Modwen has launched its latest
industrial and logistics development phases
as part of plans to deliver c. 1.5m sq ft of
high-quality space in 2021. With the first
construction activity starting this month, St.
Modwen will be active on 11 schemes to
deliver over 25 new units in key locations
across the UK – including Tamworth and
Lincoln in the Midlands – as businesses
continue to bolster supply chains.
This latest build programme further
unlocks the potential in the company’s
19m sq ft future pipeline, 45% of which
already has planning. In July, St. Modwen
confirmed being on track to deliver 1.2m
sq ft of new space during 2020 with 53%
of associated £7.7m ERV let or under offer,
up from 18% of committed pipeline at
start of 2020, reflecting continued strong
demand.
Industrial and logistics represents an
important growth area for St. Modwen
and now accounts for 48% of the
company’s total portfolio, delivering
an attractive c. 8% yield on cost and
c. 9% yield on incremental capex. The
company’s activities help to stimulate local
and national economic investment and is
underpinned by major trends, including the
rise of e-commerce and reliance on resilient
supply chains, both of which have been
sped up as a result of COVID-19.

Rupert Joseland, Managing Director
of St. Modwen Industrial & Logistics,
commented: “As leasing momentum
remains strong, we are excited to be
pushing the button on new developments
to further expand our portfolio. We have
one of the UK’s biggest pipelines and focus
on building out high-quality developments
in key strategic locations. From major
e-commerce companies and logistics firms
to regional and specialist businesses, we
are here to deliver for our customers and
enable them to thrive in our modern and
sustainable parks across the UK.”
Located at the heart of the Midlands, St.
Modwen Park Tamworth provides unrivalled
access to Junction 10 of the M42, and is
already home to supply chain specialist
Euro Pool System, installation company
SM UK Ltd and St. Modwen’s biggest ever
speculative industrial and logistics unit
scaling 321,000 sq ft. Construction starts
this month on two 48,800 sq ft units –
which can be combined to make 97,600
sq ft – and one 63,000 sq ft unit, ready for
occupation in June 2021.
Rob Richardson, Senior Development
Manager at St. Modwen Industrial &
Logistics, commented: “Our flagship
Tamworth scheme epitomises everything
that being located at the heart of the
Midlands Logistics Triangle can offer. This

is a highly desirable site, built to marketleading design and specification which has
already proven popular to leading industrial
and logistics firms. With these three new
additions to the park on the way, we have
a range of size options for businesses to
strengthen their UK supply chains and
relocate or expand into the Midlands.”
Meanwhile, in Lincolnshire, the developer
is set to commence construction of four
units as part of a third phase of highquality industrial and logistics development
at St. Modwen Park Lincoln. Ranging
from 16,000 sq ft to 52,000 sq ft, the
warehouses follow on from Phase 2 of the
park, where both units have been pre-let,
including a 10-year, 25,000 sq ft deal to
global courier DHL Parcel (UK) Limited.
Gemma Butler, Development and Leasing
Manager at St. Modwen Industrial &
Logistics, commented: “Our popular
Lincoln scheme is bringing a wealth of
industry-leading occupiers to the East
Midlands. Designed to provide businesses
with the opportunity of being located on
the A46 dual carriageway with excellent
access to sea ports, airports and the
national motorway network, St. Modwen
Park Lincoln can cater to all modern
occupier needs with high bays, top
specification offices, generous car parking
and ample yard space.” l
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Last year our corporate partners helped fund
1,200* lifesaving missions.
Can you help
make our next
Mission Possible?
We are passionate about creating bespoke
partnerships with Midlands businesses that
are mutually beneficial. As your charity partner,
we can help increase engagement with your
company’s brand, whilst you help us fund
lifesaving missions in your area.

Are you in the business of saving lives?
midlandsairambulance.com/corporate

0800 8 40 20 40
pam.hodgetts@midlandsairambulance.com
*Fiscal year 2018/19
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A marriage
made in heaven
When Colin Foxall joined forces with Nigel Harte, it proved the catalyst for
Nexus Creative to grow into one of the region’s leading marketing agencies,
writes Jon Griffin.

I

t all began with a dictionary and a
‘drunken night’ in the Slug and Lettuce in
Worcester – and now 25 years later Nexus
Creative is one of the Midlands’ most
successful and well connected marketing
agencies.
Founder Nigel Harte still smiles at the
origins of the Worcester business, a quarter
of a century on from a drinking session that
was to change his life.
“It was either going to be called Nimbus
or Nexus. There were three of us and it
was a drunken night. We had a dictionary,
and Nexus means a committed group. It
was a good night and we didn’t lose the
dictionary.”
Well over two decades later Nexus is
firmly established as a full service marketing

‘‘

agency, providing a range of business
development assistance to a variety of clients
throughout the UK, from SMEs and blue
chip organisations to tourist destinations
such as the Severn Valley Railway.
Today, the two men at the helm of
Nexus, managing director Nigel Harte
and commercial director Colin Foxall – a
vastly experienced Midlands industrialist
who cut his teeth in the advertising and
printing worlds in the days before the likes
of freesheet owner Eddie Shah and Rupert
Murdoch transformed the landscape – can
reflect on an enduring success story which
has become a £1million turnover enterprise.
But it all began in rather more humble
circumstances, thanks to Worcesterbased Nigel, who had studied visual

communications at university, and his
student friend Rob Draper. Nigel says: “We
were ex-students, into skateboarding and
snowboarding. We thought we would start
a magazine but it was a question of how to
fund it.
“We started working on projects for
the people we knew, in order to fund the
magazine production but the projects soon
turned into a full-time job and we never got
round to producing a magazine. We created
flyers for local businesses and were working
with the local council, the swimming pool,
the racecourse and sports centres.
“I was working in a kitchen paying off
student debts but a local council three-day
course on how to run a business changed
all that!

“We thought – why wait, let’s jump in with both feet, and learn on the job. It was a case of let’s do some
design work, and if we can get paid for it, then all well and good.”
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“That period was an interesting time for
the design industry, e-mail had not taken off
so visuals were still printed out and delivered
or posted to the client, so we spent a lot of
the time at the beginning playing on the
playstation waiting for the client to send
back changes. However things started to
get serious when we were asked to work
on a major skateboarding event held at
Wembley Arena 1997 called Genaration 97.
“We did all the marketing material to
raise awareness of it, working out of a back
bedroom. However our stuff worked well
and ended up splashed across the front of
Wembley Arena!
“We got to the stage where we were
running a business completely by accident.
So I had to give up working in restaurants
and bars and focused on the business as the
way forward.
“We thought – why wait, let’s jump in
with both feet, and learn on the job. It was
a case of let’s do some design work, and
if we can get paid for it, then all well and
good.”
That decision proved a catalyst for the
birth and growth of the company which was
to become Nexus Creative – allied to the
arrival of Birmingham-based entrepreneur
Colin Foxall.
“I had been involved in creative industries
all my adult life – I had run several
private companies and one funded by an
investment bank, but all involved design and
marketing. I knew someone who knew of
Nexus and I was a bit more experienced in
business and able to advise Nigel and Rob
on buying a business.”
Colin, born and bred in the Midlands,
was able to bring a streetwise knowledge
and hard-nosed business nous to the
party after making his name many years
previously – along with considerable profits
– with several West Midlands based design,
advertising and printing operations.
“I had started my first business when
I was 22. It was digital work ahead of its
time, we did reprographics, lithographics
and page origination. The industry was still
unionised, and although salaries were high
so were the profits in the creative industries
at that time. We did well.”
Colin teamed up with Nigel – a ‘marriage
made in heaven’ as he now describes it – to
pave the way for the purchase of Worcesterbased web design and digital firm Creative

Warehouse, bringing vital new impetus to
Nexus in their home in rural surroundings at
the Cider Mill and Stables in Norton, close
to the M5.
Nigel says: “I was still naïve about how to
negotiate buying a business. I was a creative
director, producing stuff. Colin mentored
me.”
Colin adds: “We complemented
each other. Although we were 50-50
shareholders, Nigel was the founder of the
business. We decided that Nigel would
be managing director and I would be
commercial director.”
Nexus eventually bought Creative
Warehouse, with Colin advising on the
sale. “I had built some great business
relationships over a thirty-year period
and with the help of some great
bankers, accountants and solicitors and
a lot of supportive people in the business
community the purchase was completed.”
Nigel says: “Creative Warehouse moved
in with us. It was web development at the
time of the dotcom boom. Websites were
still in their infancy and we were at the
forefront, producing websites for PLCs,
the Department of Trade and Industry and
universities.”
As the world will still remember, the
dotcom boom came and went – with a
considerable number of casualties – but
Nexus stayed the course to thrive and
prosper.
Colin says: “We have watched the digital
world grow and as a full service marketing
agency we produce marketing elements to
solve problems for our clients.”
A classic case study of the Nexus
approach – highlighting the full value of

the Worcester firm’s attributes – was work
undertaken with the Herefordshire and
Worcestershire Chamber of Commerce on
a new website and with Midlands tourist
attraction the Severn Valley Railway.
“We won the contract to produce both
websites soon after purchasing Creative
Warehouse and Nexus brought business
expertise to bear, advising the railway
on developing new revenue streams,
e-commerce, ticketing and other digital
marketing issues. It was a prime example of
Nexus considering the end objective.”
Or as Nigel puts it: “Often clients know
they need a marketing solution, but when
the objectives are really explored, the end
solution is somewhat different to that
initially envisaged.”
And Colin says: “Often a client is
considering a new website or a brochure,
but the end goal is increased profitability.
So for us it is about ‘how can we maximise
return and achieve their objective through
what we do? We have often thought of
calling ourselves a business development
and marketing agency.”
The Nexus roster of clients over the years
in highly impressive, from the likes of the
Environment Agency to Hilton Hotels, the
British Chamber of Commerce and The
Royal Air Force Association. Nigel says:
“We have worked with many PLCs and
many businesses and organisations trading
internationally.”
Three years ago Nexus and Coventry
University - after several years of business
planning - won a substantial six-figure grant
from the Government’s Innovate UK, an
organisation sponsored by the Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy

bw-magazine.co.uk
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to help further drive UK productivity and
growth, realising the potential of new
technologies to make them a commercial
success.
The funding under the Knowledge
Transfer Partnership Scheme aims to
substantially increase Nexus’s turnover
over a five-year period while Coventry
University placed an honours graduate and
expert in digital marketing and information
technology within the business.
Says Colin: “Probably along with most of
the business world, we realised some time
ago that digital marketing and disruptive
technologies would be paramount to most
successful organisational development in
the future.
“For any small business, including a
commercial marketing agency such as our
own, to be able to keep pace with the
rapidity of change in the digital world is
an enormous task, particularly when your
clients expect you to keep them at the
forefront of all things new and generate
successes for them, through what you do.
“Therefore we realised that the only way

to do that properly and excel at modern
digital marketing was to link with the
academic world and truly offer our clients
and employees the best of digital training,
information and cutting-edge marketing
advice and the success that will be derived
through that.”
At the time of the grant announcement,
Dr Shane Walker, Associate Head of School,
Enterprise and External Engagement at
Coventry University, said: “As far as we
are aware this is the only digital marketing
project of its type that has been awarded a
KTP Grant. Nexus really have done well to
secure this support.”
The Coventry University initiative is just
one example of the Nexus mindset as the
world of technology continues to reinvent
itself, seemingly on a daily basis.
Nigel adds: “The plan is to work to
optimise our digital skills and be able to pass
them onto our clients. We are continually
trying to develop systems and processes that
we can sell on to our customers and the
wider marketplace.”
But that constant striving for excellence

and innovation does not come at the
expense of the firm’s long-standing values,
as Nigel is keen to stress.
“We are still a relatively small marketing
agency which tries to be cost-effective
and attentive to our clients’ goals. We
are looking to build long-term mutually
beneficial partnerships, it is about clients
achieving what they wanted. We do not
want to grow to a size where it becomes all
about turnover.”
And for a firm which spreads the
marketing gospel, the Nexus approach is
subtly understated. Colin says: “We try not
to blow our own trumpets – but we aim
to offer an intelligent, well-reasoned and
creative solution for our clients.”
Nigel, 46, adds: “We are not particularly
comfortable shouting too loudly about what
we do, so to some extent being approached
by BUSINESS is an unusual and unexpected
situation for us.”
The two men at the helm of Nexus
make an intriguing contrast – Nigel, the
ex-student and rugby fanatic whose flair for
graphic design kick-started the whole story
and streetwise Colin, a football and gym
fan whose flair for business added a key
commercial element.
Colin, a youthful 66, aims to reduce his
workload in coming years. “Over the next
four years, I will gradually ease back. Nigel
now does a lot of the stuff that I used to
do in the past – he is a very accomplished
businessman. We get on, it has been
successful.
“I think we have created a great family
atmosphere within the company, the team
works brilliantly together.”
The story of Nexus Creative is testimony
that ambition, innovation and constant hard
work can pay off over a lengthy period to
build something that lasts.
Or as Colin says: “We have had some
tough times, nothing worth having
usually comes easily, but we have done
reasonably OK even through this dreadful
recent pandemic. For many large and small
businesses and organisations, it has been
a difficult last few years and unfortunately
Covid-19 has just been too much to cope
with for many. We consider ourselves very
lucky.”
But you rather suspect that, as ever
at Nexus, they are just being a little too
modest. l
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KNOWLEDGE
IS POWER

ACORNS TO BENEFIT FROM
CHARITY PARTNERSHIP WITH
WORCESTER ENTREPRENEUR

Knowledge Transfer Partnerships are key to manufacturing
growth. Johnathan Dudley, head of manufacturing and
managing partner in the Midlands for Crowe, the national audit,
tax, advisory and risk firm, explains why.
I believe manufacturing companies across the Black Country, Worcestershire and beyond
should consider Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTP) as a cost-effective way of
injecting new ideas into a business.
The KTP scheme helps businesses in the UK to innovate and grow by linking them with
an academic or research organisation and a graduate.
And this KTP link enables a business to bring in new skills and the latest academic
thinking to deliver a specific, strategic partnership through a knowledge-based
partnership.
However, my experience is that currently too many businesses who would benefit from
this scheme are unaware of it, or are unwilling to commit the time and effort to a
process that can bring real and lasting benefits.
The recent announcement by Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) that it will be halting production
at its Castle Bromwich and Solihull plants by full and half days should act as a reminder
to us all that companies must diversify and not be reliant on one key customer.
The JLR case demonstrates where and how a KTP can add value, enabling a business
to make smart and strategic decisions. In this case, this would have involved reviewing
what is being produced, how it is being produced and who for, in order to maximise
production and ensure the business is not too reliant on one source for its income.
Here at Crowe, we are closely aligned to universities and other research organisations
who are part of the KTP programme.
Indeed, Crowe was selected by the University of Birmingham last year to expedite a
Brexit readiness programme.
We see real value in the KTP programme and have several clients, including many across
the Black Country and Worcestershire, who have seen real benefits from engaging with
the principles behind the scheme.
Taking part in a KTP can help you to develop your business. You can access academic
expertise that you do not have in-house. This can help you improve business
performance and become more productive and competitive.
I cannot emphasise enough that there needs to be a greater awareness of KTPs and
the benefits they bring. KTPs should not be a cost issue for companies as there is help
available and, here at Crowe, we can help steer clients through the process.
The amount a business has to contribute depends on the scale and length of a project,
and the size of the company.
Small and medium-sized businesses are expected to contribute around £35,000 per year,
about one third of the project costs, while larger businesses are required to contribute
around £55,000 per year, or half of the project costs. The scheme can last between 12
and 36 months, depending on what the project is and the needs of the business.
At Crowe’s recent Manufacturing Outlook event, where our national manufacturing
survey was presented in London, delegates commented that KTPs represent good value
and are catalysts for change.
Given that the report revealed that UK manufacturers see lack of access to skilled
workers as a real barrier to manufacturing growth, KTPs can be a real asset in bridging
the skills gap.
I strongly recommend KTPs because they refresh and inspire existing employees to think
outside of the box. This means the overall value of the exercise is considerably more
than just that of the KTP project itself.
Johnathan Dudley is based at Crowe’s Midlands office in Oldbury in the Black
Country. To discuss how a KTP could benefit your business, call him on 0121 543
1900, or email johnathan.dudley@crowe.co.uk.
For more information about Crowe, visit www.crowe.co.uk.

Children and families supported by Acorns
Children’s Hospice are set to benefit thanks to a
charity partnership spearheaded by a Worcester
Warriors legend’s business venture.
Worcester entrepreneur, Nick Baxter, ex
professional rugby star and MD of Baxter Williams
has announced 5% of sales from The Safety Screen
– a patented workplace screen to combat the
spread of coronavirus - will go towards the charity
and its specialist palliative care for children and
families.
Nick Baxter, a prolific try-scorer and popular fixture
at Sixways during his Warriors days, visited Acorns
hospice on the Bath Road to launch the partnership
and donate one of the screens to be used by the
hospice at one of their staff workstations.
Nick said: “We are absolutely delighted to be able
to support Acorns Children’s Hospice. Providing the
right safety equipment to help businesses get back
to work quickly and safely has always been our
main focus, and now we can support a fantastic
local charity at the same time.”
Vicki Rowles, Head of Fundraising at Acorns, said:
“We are immensely grateful to Nick for choosing
Acorns to benefit from his latest venture. Not only
can businesses help ensure their workplaces are
safe, but the proceeds will go directly to local life
limited children and their families who rely on the
vital services Acorns provides.”
Acorns has been at the forefront in the battle
against coronavirus, providing children’s hospice
care and support to the most vulnerable families
and has been coordinating deliveries of food and
essentials to isolated families during the height of
the crisis.
It costs the charity, which cares for families
from across Worcestershire, Herefordshire and
Gloucestershire, almost £11 million every year
to continue – the bulk of which comes from
donations and fundraising. l
To find out more about The Safety Screen visit
www.thesafetyscreen.co.uk or call 01905 676 288.
To find out more about Acorns, please visit www.
acorns.org.uk
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Ambassadors celebrate
two decades of promoting
Worcestershire
worcestershireambassadors.com

Celebrating its 20th
anniversary in 2020,
Worcestershire
Ambassadors aims
to help make the
county a great place
to live, work and
visit.

Worcestershire Ambassadors held their first event since lockdown – a socially distanced golf day at
Ombersley Golf Club – on September 16.
The board are all volunteers with experience of
a wide range of business and industry sectors
who work in partnership with or in support
of established leading county organisations
such as county, district and city councils,
Herefordshire and Worcestershire Chamber of
Commerce, Worcestershire Local Enterprise
Partnership, University of Worcester and the
One Worcestershire campaign.
Chaired by businesswoman Julia Williams,
the board develops a varied programme of
events every year to bring 250 members and
their guests together to help raise funds and
support the community.
Over the past two decades more than £3
million has been raised and charities supported
in recent years include St Richard’s Hospice,
St Paul’s Hostel, Worcester Community Trust,
Worcestershire Prostate Awareness Group and
Worcester Breast Unit.
This landmark year has proved challenging
as the Ambassadors have been unable to host
events from March onwards apart from a
socially distanced golf day at Ombersley Golf
Club in September.
The planned Gheluvelt 2 Gheluvelt cycle
ride has been postponed to 2021. Cyclists

from across the county – some of whom have
a family link to the Second Worcestershire
Regiment – were due to leave Gheluvelt
Park, Worcester, on October 27 and arrive
in Belgium four days later. The fifth day’s
route would have taken in historic locations
including the World War One battlefield site
and the Menin Gate.
Money raised through sponsorship and the
specially created Gheluvelt Soldier figure and
booklet has been put towards a renovation
and major enhancement of the Gheluvelt
Memorial in dedication to those who were
killed or injured and to highlight the important
role played by the Worcesters in the battle on
October 31, 1914.
Funds raised will also pay for bursaries for
Worcestershire school pupils to visit the World
War One battlefields.
During the coronavirus pandemic, the
group has continued to support members
through a monthly newsletter and has recently
launched its first Ambassacast podcast. A 20th
anniversary book is also in the pipeline with
members being asked to submit memories
and photos and plans for 2021 are currently
under discussion. l
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Hand-made
TO PERFECTION
There’s an undeniable certain something about Paul Jones,
bagman extraordinaire, by Jon Griffin.

T

he Black Country lad – he admits he is ‘a youthful
38’ – is the brains behind Goodstart Jones, bags and
luggage designer catering for all tastes from UK stylelovers to customers in Europe - and even Japan - from
a homespun converted former manufacturing depot
in the backstreets of Wolverhampton.
Check out the Goodstart Jones website and the
language and photographs exude style and fashion.
Or, as the site says, ‘designed and handmade in
England, inspired by creatives for creative lifestyle.’
But it’s been far from an easy ride to online
recognition for the Walsall-born son of Jamaican
immigrants who had harboured a burning desire
during his schooldays to carve a successful career in
car design.
“I was obsessed with going to university and
getting a degree in Transport Design. I had a really
big passion for cars, I saw them as a work of art.
“But to do transport in the way I wanted, you
have to have a Master’s Degree. I did four years at
university but I had to do three more years to do a
Master’s just to get a job. I did not think I could do
any more – the cost of the tuition fees was more than
when I first went.
“I was looking at my friends, and they have got
jobs, they have got money. It looked like I was going
to have to move back home and maybe get a job in
Tesco.”

But fate was to play a significant part in the
business career of this very likeable entrepreneur,
who laughs easily as he recounts his life and times
forging a distinctive niche in the world of luxury
design.
“Growing up, I liked carrying bags – I would carry
my small stuff in there – I felt naked without a bag.”
It was an early sign of a penchant for style that would
consistently underpin Paul’s working ambitions.
Rather than stack supermarket shelves Paul, who
had previously undergone a design placement with
a company near Barnsley, was able to again put his
creative outlook to good use working on footwear
design for an East Midlands company.
“I landed a little job doing footwear just outside
Nottingham. It was paying £14,000 a year, and I was
living in not the greatest place – it was OK.
“But then the 2008 credit crunch came along and
in 2009, they started downsizing. I worked on the
design of what I would call low end shoes.
“I worked there for four to five years – I got up to
£24,000 a year but you do not really see it. When I
was there I thought I was always going to get fired. I
made quite a few mistakes – you have to have a set
budget you are working on and I was always going a
little bit over budget.”
The key to the man behind the stylish vision which
ultimately led to the launch of Goodstart Jones is
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encapsulated in his experiences struggling to make ends meet working on
so-called ‘low-end shoes.’
“I do not like to think like that, I like to work more creatively. It gets very
frustrating most of the time. I got moved back to accessories on lower pay
with a subsidiary company.
“I was working on bags, creating the cheaper end of bags. That kind of
kills your creativity. I eventually came up with my own ideas and that is how
I got into bags. I would go home to my little bedsit but I was learning on the
job all the time.”
Paul decided to move back to his childhood base in Walsall where his
forklift truck driver father and nurse mother had carved a living in the Black
Country after leaving their native Jamaica. It was a decision that restored him
to his roots – and was to lead to the launch of Goodstart Jones a few years
later.
“There are five of us, twin brothers and three older sisters. I left the
company in 2013 and saved up while I lived with my brother.
“I had the idea for a Woodsack bag. I was making bags at home and things
got a little bit busy. I did not know what to call it and my mum came up with
the name. It sounded weird but it was also real – I didn’t have a brand name.”
A whole new audience beckoned when Paul was approached to set up a
pop-up shop in Birmingham’s Oasis market for three months. He stayed for
two years, and the Woodsack design plus his other bags began to attract
attention from a wider range of potential customers.
“You get your ups and downs. Some days, you do not make anything
at all. Some days, it was crazy. Mondays blew me away – I thought how is
Monday such a busy day?
“The pop-up was OK, but slow at times. I staged music and fashion events
in the shop to draw attention. I had the website and I had the bags, but I was
not selling enough.”
In another curious twist of fate in the Goodstart Jones saga, Paul developed
a hernia which kept him housebound. So he decided to quit the pop-up shop
and move to new premises in Wolverhampton whilst returning to his first love
of designing.
“I shut it down just before Christmas 2016. I moved in here in December
2016. I am happy that I left the shop, I would not have been in this position if
I had not taken that decision.
“To keep the rent paid, we took on more jobs, manufacturing and
designing for other people.”
And the expansion of the firm’s activities paid substantial dividends as
interest in Paul’s goods began to grow, including from overseas.
“We exported 400 bags to a Japanese distributor. The wholesale price
was £48 so the order was worth thousands. We were also approached by a
company in France - it comes through emails and phone calls.”
Paul’s increasing presence in the retail world was underlined when he was
invited by eBay to take part in the Wolverhampton Retail Revival in 2018,
providing a key new online outlet for Goodstart Jones.
“We still do eBay – we made almost £1,000 selling shoulder straps. The
best selling bag on eBay was £30. We can compete on quality and value for
money, and the feedback has been great.”
Paul has also added to his team, with designer Anson Carridice-Davids
and illustrator and social media guru Paris Walker-Barnes bringing their own
individual expertise to the Goodstart Jones operation.
“When we first came here, it was a struggle. Here in this unit, there was
nothing, no floors or proper walls. I got complacent – one day I said ‘let me
just paint that wall’….Anson said: ‘A few people are waiting for their bags.’ I
said: “Well, OK, I will go back to the sewing machine.”
Paul admits he is consumed by the job, and has sometimes slept on the
sofa upstairs from the ground floor where bags are hand-made. And that
virtual 24-7 approach means he is increasingly in demand for his goods.
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“I wake up at home, and there are
e-mails waiting for me. I was here one day
and a guy called from America – he just
wanted to talk about how you get started.”
Paul is justifiably proud of his Goodstart
Jones venture, but you sense that his
entrepreneurial flair and eye for detail
will always survive the inevitable peaks
and troughs of life in the unforgiving
world of online retail, where the world
is your marketplace – but conversely the
marketplace is the world.
And that marketplace has never been
more tested than in recent times during
the Covid-19 pandemic – but Paul was able
to turn the biggest global emergency in
decades to his own advantage.
“I was thinking ‘how am I going to pay
the mortgage?’ I decided to remain open
and stay positive and do what we can. It
was weird, the sales had dried up and then
Corona hit.

“Our advantage was stores starting to
shut down while we were still able to trade.
We did some changes to the website,
tweaks and things, more people went onto
the website and it has pushed our traffic up
and more traffic means more conversions.
“The only struggle was posting out
deliveries, we got a lot of emails saying
‘where is our order?’ But orders really did
jump. Because of the feedback from eBay
we got a lot of interest and people would go
straight to our website. I am really grateful
to eBay because it has worked really well.”
Warming to his theme, his eyes twinkle
as he explains: “No-one else is making bags
like us. They are unique. We have now sold
almost 1,500 Woodsacks – you make 100
per batch, and then you make another
batch.
“We are now 60 per cent export. We
include delivery for free. At the start we
underpriced them but within days, we

started getting more sales.”
But sales – however crucial to the longterm prospects of Goodstart Jones – are far
from the be-all and end-all for this engaging
Black Country entrepreneur.
“If I make a mistake on a bag, I will
unpick it and do it again. I would rather
send things back that I am not happy with. I
just want to do good, to do better.”
And Paul is determined to stay true to
his roots. “I just feel that I want to be in
Wolverhampton. This place here has history
as a Wolverhampton manufacturer and I
want to be part of that.
“Everyone is running off to China but
I couldn’t do that. Working in the West
Midlands is so affordable.” And you could
argue that the West Midlands cannot afford
to lose entrepreneurs as enthused over their
livelihoods as Paul Jones clearly is, and as
determined to fight back against a global
pandemic like Covid-19. l
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Collaboration at its heart
Providing support and encouragement to the region’s
innovative and knowledge-based companies.
It’s nearly 25 years since we opened the
doors on the first phase of the University of
Wolverhampton Science Park, a concept born
from a joint venture between the University of
Wolverhampton and Wolverhampton
City Council.
The vision was to create a home for hi-tech
businesses and an incubator space to provide
support to start-up companies, spanning
3,270m2 of quality business accommodation;
by the time of its completion in 1995, a string
of companies were on the waiting list, ready
to move in.
Over the decades, the Science Park has
evolved to meet the changing needs of
businesses, by building on its strengths,
broadening its offering and investing in the
expansion and growth of the site, in order to
keep pace with emerging technologies and,
of course, meeting customers’ needs. The

site now comprises four distinct buildings and
currently spans over 12,000m2.
Businesses on site have prospered from
this advancement and the wide range of
support services available, together with
high quality work space, this has led to the
Science Park being recognised as a vibrant
and growing technology community in the
region, demonstrated by the expanding
tenant community. Now home to over 100
companies, the Science Park’s business
population continues to grow, with more
companies joining when capacity allows.
The addition of the Science Park’s awardwinning Science Centre has bolstered this
reputation by providing much-needed
facilities to support the life sciences,
aerospace, automotive and construction
sectors in the region. The centre offers
exceptional offices, laboratories and

workshops and aims to improve regional
economic performance and attract inward
investment to the area by combining these
amenities with access to the University of
Wolverhampton’s world-leading research
base, talented graduate resources and a
range of business support services.
At University of Wolverhampton Science
Park we encourage the spirit of collaboration
and partnerships, to further support our
business community. Regular networking
events are held throughout the year for our
tenant community, motivating companies to
meet fellow, like-minded tenants and find out
about new businesses that have joined the
Science Park. l

To take a tour of our facilities and find
out more about the Science Park,
call: 01902 824 100 or
email: joinus@wolverhamptonsp.co.uk
to book a visit.
You can find out more about the
Science Park at: wolverhamptonsp.co.uk

Collaboration
Together, we can
make a difference
We care about the future,
and collaboration is at the
heart of our approach
This vibrant facility is
designed specifically to
support and encourage
the growth of innovative
and knowledge based
companies, transforming
how we live and work

For more information
Wolverhampton Science Park.indd 1

01902 824100
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BUSINESS COMMUNITIES
BUILDING FUTURES.
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5000+ PEOPLE ACROSS 100+ EVENTS
9 DAY PROGRAMME
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Black Country gears up for
third Business Festival

/

The Black Country Business Festival is only a few weeks away! The annual
nine-day Festival will now run from the 5th to 15th October 2020.

The 2020 programme will feature over 80 business events
of all descriptions and subjects. Due to the pandemic,
events can now be digital, physical or a mix of the two,
where a minimal amount of delegates will be able to
attend while the event is live-streamed. A Business Festival
digital platform has been created on ‘Zoom’ [digital live
streaming platform] to allow event organisers to run their
events online.
The diverse roster will champion innovation, culture
and commerce across the region. Nearly all events
are completely free to attend and will range from;
webinars, workshops, expos, tours, to presentations,
seminars and activities. Book tickets now at www.
blackcountrybusinessfestival.com.
This nationally
significant business
festival will be a
showcase of the
Black Country’s
resilience, putting the
region in the national
limelight. The Festival
was built to create
opportunities, enable
businesses to find
potential clients, share skills and gain new knowledge.
As we emerge from this pandemic the festival is a vital
initiative for our business community more than ever
before, who will use it as a solid platform on which to reenergise and re-engage with the business community.

and more than
100 events. This
incredible showcase
also gained an
impressive businesses
engagement, with
over 2,000 businesses
interacting with the
Festival in the first
two years.
Sponsors
The Black Country Business Festival is a community
funded project and relies on the local business community,
sponsors and the general public to keep it running and to
help it grow.
Already on board for this year as Festival Partners are;
the University of Wolverhampton, Talbots Law, Dudley
Business First, Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
and the Black Country Growth Hub. Festival Sponsors are;
Wolverhampton Racecourse, Thomas Dudley, Casino36 and
M6toll, and Festival Supporters are; Gecko Programmes Ltd,
Sandwell Council and Walsall Council. Media Partners for
2020 are, the Metro, Elonex and Signal107, with app partner
Infonote. *
Associate Events has managed the Festival since it’s
introduction to the region in 2018, taking the event from
strength to strength, dedicating time to help the festival
grow, develop and engage with more people in and around
the county.

Festival History
Established and seed-funded by the Black Country
Chamber of Commerce in 2018, this non-profit organisation
was formed to help businesses access new potential clients
and customers, learn new skills and share best practise.
The 2018 Black Country Business Festival was an overnight
success and succeeded a reach of 53.2 million and a
circulation of 176.1 million.

Sector Spotlight
Each year sectors are identified due to their prominence,
investment potential and significance to the region. This
year the featured sectors are; Advanced Manufacturing;
Automotive; Creative Industries; Education & Skills;
Professional Services; Business Support & Communications;
Property, Infrastructure & Constructions; Retail, Tourism &
Hospitality.

Not to be overshadowed the 2019 Festival achieved an
incredible marketing reach of nearly 60 million and nearly
302,000 social media impressions. It was later dubbed the
region’s biggest business event, with over 5,000 attendees

Key Dates
Keep an eye out for the Black Country Business Festival
digital brochure, available from the start of September.
Events are now live on the website and available to book
onto! Don’t miss out on this opportunity to learn, grow and
support the Black Country – for FREE.

more information on the Festival or to book your tickets now,
/ For
please visit www.blackcountrybusinessfestival.com or call +44(0)1902 912 304

*At time of print*
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Established Since 1991

Contact our dedicated and
award-winning team today
on 0303 3001001
or visit cobus.co.uk

Leading the way in
the communications
industry since 1991,
Cobus are nationally
recognised as a
leading provider
of business
communications
services, with
an outstanding
reputation for quality
and expertise.

Choosing a VoIP provider!
What is VoIP, and what do
you need to know?
VoIP is changing the way many businesses
use their telephone services and is now highly
recognized for the additional benefits that’s
offered.
Delivering real cost savings, flexible options,
ease of installation, and instant scalability, the
service is quickly becoming the norm as the
traditional ISDN Network providers [KCOM/
BT/Others] are already working towards an
accelerated and planned phase-out by 2025.
Choosing a VoIP/Hosted provider may
initially seem like an easy decision to make as
there’s a vast array of available providers, with
many offering what seems to be too-good-tobe-true offers, so beware! There are several
key factors to take into consideration before
jumping-in and moving your communications
services over to VoIP.
An essential aspect when choosing any
phone provider is the quality of the service.
VoIP stands for Voice over Internet Protocol
meaning your calls are made over an internet
connection rather than the traditional digital
and copper lines, so reliable connectivity and
voice optimisation is a must! Call quality and
resilience can be just one of the consequences
when opting for a cheaper, less reliable
service so it is imperative that you choose a
well-established and experienced telephony
company as your communications provider,
who can then guide you through all your
available options.

There are basic voice services available,
but in a world where we are fast becoming
a digital-first world, there are a plethora of
comprehensive features to choose from so you
can increase productivity and efficiencies and
work collaboratively. Features such as video
conferencing, call recording and presence
are becoming an expectation or if it’s a more
basic set-up, hunt groups, auto attendant,
call forwarding, and voicemail are often the
minimum.
Thanks to smartphones, tablets, and
laptops, the ability to work flexibly, remotely
or hot desking is more important than ever so
with a VoIP solution you can create a bespoke
telephone system solution that works much
better for your business.
Whilst the concept of VoIP is relatively
easy to implement, choosing a well-known,
experienced telephony company to advise
you on the best solution will ensure you
get the best out of your chosen telephone
system. Here at Cobus our fully qualified
and experienced teams offer a consultative
approach to providing the right solution to
every customer from single business users to
SMEs and large multi-national organisations.
And with prices starting from as little as £9.99
per user per month, don’t delay in finding out
how VoIP can work smarter for your business.
BW Magazine asked Cobus MD and
telephony guru, Michael Smith, for his
thoughts about the ever-changing technology
and communications landscape: “After almost
30-years in the industry I’ve seen just about
all there is to see regarding the history, new
technological advances, latest buzz words
and industry lead trends” …but the advances
in provision and rollout of high quality, high
bandwidth connectivity has been a game
changer in the accelerated growth of VoIP/
Hosted tech, it’s not for everyone but it’s
now a proven and viable product” …Contact
one of my team and let them work with you
to recommend the right solution for your
business needs, you’ll be glad you did!”
Contact the Cobus team today on - 0- 0�
0- - . - - . . l
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The story of Springpack
Over 40 years ago Springpack had a simple goal:
to offer packaging solutions with the very best level
of customer service.
Today we still have the same goal, but with
ever-changing environmental factors, offering
environmentally-friendly packaging solutions
is a big focus for us. From recycled cardboard
to re-usable and recyclable materials, we’re
passionate about helping our customers

address their environmental concerns with
alternative solutions.
Here at Springpack, we are proud to be
known for our excellent customer service,
but we’re always striving to improve our
service too. By listening to our customers
requirements, we recently extended our next
working day cut-off from 2:00pm to
3:30pm! Our customers asked, and we
delivered. Literally!
And there’s more to packaging than you
might think too! In addition to our stocked
product range, we offer bespoke packaging
products, conduct annual packaging audits,
and offer hints and tips on reducing our
customers spend and packaging waste.

To find out more about the products and
services offered by Springpack, such as
next working day delivery, and to browse
the full range of products available,
please visit: www.springpack.co.uk

Midlands Air Ambulance Charity

CAN’T STOP
Midlands Air Ambulance Charity is responsible for funding
and operating a fleet of five emergency vehicles including
three air ambulance helicopters and two critical care cars,
serving the communities of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire,
Shropshire, Staffordshire, the West Midlands and
Worcestershire.
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the demand for the
rapid response, pre-hospital emergency service did not
falter.
The charity’s daily missions are solely funded by the
generous donations of local people and businesses from
across the donations. The charity has not stopped to some
of the Midlands most critically ill and injured patients,
therefore, it’s funding cannot stop.

Help make Midlands Air Ambulance
Charity’s next mission possible
and donate by visiting
midlandsairambulance.com/donatenow
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TAKING
BROADBAND
OUT OF TOWN
Jon Griffin talks to Red Peel, co-founder of Airband, which brings high-speed
connections to harder-to-reach areas.

R

ed Peel has a memorable phrase
when he considers the extraordinary rise
of Worcester-based Airband over the last
18 years. “It’s like bringing water to the
desert.”
Red (short for Redmond) may conjure up
images more akin to Arabian Nights or even
the Bible than the hi-tech world of 2020,
but he clearly has a point.
No-one but the most dyed in the
wool Luddite can deny that the Internet
has transformed the lives of millions –
indeed billions – of people across the
planet over the past couple of decades
or so, connecting the world in a manner
unimaginable to previous generations.
You could argue that today’s generation
has come to rely on the information
super-highway to an alarming extent as
an irreplaceable element in their lives, be
it the obsession with smartphones to the

remorseless white noise of social media. But
that’s another issue.
Red puts it rather more simply in the
hi-tech offices of Airband, a short haul
from the timeless delights of Worcester
Cathedral, the River Severn, the cricket
ground at New Road and the area’s other
time-honoured attractions. “The great thing
about what we do is that people appreciate
broadband.”
Co-founder and director of the wireless
broadband company, the father of three
was part of a website design company in
south Worcester when he spotted a clear
gap in the market for reliable broadband in
out of town areas.
That was back in 2002 at the very
beginning of the broadband revolution
which would go on to change the world as
remarkably – and possibly more so – as the
first Industrial Revolution, the inventions

of the printing press and the internal
combustion engine and similarly seismic
events down the centuries.
It’s fair to say that Red, who grew up in
Old Hill in Sandwell, has never really looked
back since, although it’s been a steep
learning curve into the brave new world of
cutting-edge technology.
“I could tell there was a great
opportunity because BT had a lot of
reluctance to upgrade the telephone
exchanges to broadband and they were
clearly focusing on the main city centres.
But I had no idea technically how to provide
an alternative service.”
Slowly but surely, Red’s vision, which
would eventually lead to the launch of the
business which grew into today’s Airband
– the ‘superfast broadband that means
business’ according to the firm’s marketing
brochure – became reality.
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“It was really, really slow speeds –
businesses were not using cloud systems.
It was really primitive. I looked into satellite
broadband but it became clear it wasn’t
going to be a fix-all.
“And then I came across wireless
broadband, which was very big in the
United States. So, I had a look at the
technology they were using and what UK
licensing would be involved.”
After a period of research, he found a
distributor for the business who provided
crucial advice – and a first wireless
broadband network was built in Redditch,
just down the road from Worcester.
It took Red six months to get the first
service live. “As with many new businesses,
finance was a key challenge because we
needed to build an infrastructure network
which obviously takes a lot of money.
“At that stage, no-one was willing to
invest in the networks because it was an
emerging technology. It’s quite interesting
though to see how that has completely
changed – within the last 18 months to
two years, investors have become very
interested.”
Red built up the Airband wireless
broadband network step by step, adding
a new area every six months. In 2006, a

Canadian company bought the network,
and Red turned his attention to the
untapped potential of South Africa.
“Websites needed faster speeds to access
them and get benefits from them. We
started in South Africa in 2006-07 and that
was the start of the speed revolution.”
The South African adventure was to bear
fruit. Red landed one of the country’s very
first licences after the market was opened
up to competition.
“You had a fairly low-cost base. I used to
go there for two weeks every six weeks and
do everything else remotely.,”
As the South African venture prospered,
becoming a major regional player in Durban
and attracting blue chip customers such as
Deloitte and Procter and Gamble, the UK
market was also rapidly developing.
The Canadian company which had
bought Airband’s original networks had
fallen by the wayside and in 2010 Red
picked up where he had left off to cash in
on the burgeoning UK market.
“I explored the market again and saw the
opportunities. In the UK BT are dominant.
There are few countries where a single
operator is so dominant in the marketplace
so it’s not an easy sector to start up in.
Openreach have a reputation for being very

competitive against new start-ups.
“You go to Germany and Spain and
Deutsche Telekom and Telefonica are
nowhere near as dominant as BT are in the
UK.”
The key to Airband’s undoubted success
has been its targeting of rural areas. “We
are rural, our focus is rural and Openreach
have never been interested in that.
“Early on, we just did business to
business and business to Government. We
didn’t do any consumers, following the
model we did in South Africa.
“We weren’t looking to connect
homes up when we first started. Then
the Government changed policy and said
they were going to support roll-outs in
rural areas. So we had a choice to try and
compete in that marketplace.,”
Airband were soon on a hi-tech roll,
winning lucrative contracts across the UK.
The first contract was with Hereford Council
in 2020, in 2011 a £160,000 order was
won with Advantage West Midlands, and
a £500,000 plus contract was awarded by
Worcestershire County Council followed by
a £4 million contract with Devon County
Council, bringing connectivity to remote
areas of Dartmoor and Exmoor.
“They were stepping stones for us, each
contract taking us on to a bigger contract.
The innovation of what we do is really
about taking lots of different bits from lots
of different types of technology and mixing
them together to be able to give services in
rural landscapes.
“So, for example, we might have a radio
transmitter using wind power because rural
areas don’t necessarily have power in the
right kind of areas. Or it might be using
wireless to bring connectivity to a village
but using fibre optic within the village to
connect, which is back to front compared to
how broadband networks are constructed
for urban areas.
“In rural areas, there are still a lot of
people who are not connected. It is more
of an issue for young people if they do
not have connectivity. For older people,
many could happily live without it. But the
younger generation will often be connected
all the time.
“It will be very difficult to stay sustainable
in rural areas without connectivity – it
affects the value of houses.
“I think the secret of our success has
been our focus on rural areas and our
community engagement. Rural communities
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really are communities. So our focus on
each community has really helped and it’s
something that BT sometimes struggles
with because it’s too big.”
A special moment for Red and Airband
fell out of the blue in 2014 – in the shape
of a phone call from an unlikely source, the
big boys at BT.
“They were trying to win a contract and
they realised they needed another provider
to help them – they won the contract with
our help and for a while they were our
biggest customer.
“Winning our first tender head to
head with BT was another great moment
because it was one of those David and
Goliath moments. To be able to persuade a
Government procurement organisation not
to go with BT but to go with an unheard
of wireless operator – that was massive for
us.”
Airband’s growth over the past decade
has mirrored the remorseless rise of
broadband. The firm’s extended network
now spans Worcestershire, Shropshire,
Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, Powys,
Warwickshire, North and South Wales,
Devon and Somerset. It has become
recognised as a market leader in superfast
wireless broadband.
Over the last two years, the company has
been awarded four large projects worth
£23 million, supplying broadband to a
contracted 34,000 homes and businesses.
“We are doing things organically, within
our own budget,” says Red. “We are
getting a little bit bigger every year. We are
carving a niche, it’s an ongoing process. We
are now one of the bigger rural players, one
of only three companies to win Government
funding.
“We want to do what we do really well.
We want to make sure it is profitable and
has longevity. We couldn’t have predicted
the wave of Government interest, when I
was first selling broadband almost nobody
wanted it. It wasn’t until the Netflix era
that people suddenly realised the need for
speed.”
That demand for speed is only likely
to intensify and Airband appear well
positioned to take advantage of future
developments in the IT market, with a
recent major recruitment drive triggered by
the Covid-19 crisis.
“We have seen an increased demand
for our services and as a result, Airband’s
growth has qaccelerated and since

lockdown started on March 21 we have
made 59 hires, which bucks the national
trend of recruitment drying up.
“Like many businesses, we were plunged
into having to enable remote working
for most of our departments and it’s a
real testament to the team spirit here
at Airband that we have been able to
adapt so well. In fact we find that remote
working is a surprisingly effective option in
many instances although transitioning and
keeping up communication both within
departments and across the company has
been a challenge.”
Red said safety had been the number one
priority for Airband during the pandemic.
“We have also worked tirelessly to make
sure that both staff and customers are safe.
“My wife Miranda and I record a weekly
video address to the whole Airband team
from our home and I think it helps everyone
feel a bit more connected, which is vital and
it was especially important at the beginning
as it was such an unsettling and uncertain
time for people.
“The future is fibre, the future is 5G.
We won’t be plugging our phones in with
a piece of wire. The end connectivity will

always be wireless but it will need the fibreoptic to provide the density of connectivity.”
Red, who says with a hard-nosed
businessman’s eye that “every opportunity
is also a threat” is full of praise for the team
at Airband. “I’ve got some people who
have been with me for a very long time
and have put their heart and soul into the
business.
“It’s a family-type atmosphere here. I
have got people who are happy to roll out
of bed at 5 in the morning and spend all
night working on stuff. I am a very driven
person, but I would like to think that I am
always open to my staff, that I am a listener.
It’s about staff being able to raise issues and
talk with senior management.”
And he pays a glowing tribute to his wife
Miranda and her input into the company.
“She spends a lot of time looking at these
issues, running an employee forum.”
Technology may be at the very heart
of the Airband success story, but none of
it would have been possible without the
human beings on the ground helping to
steer the company onwards and upwards,
even during a crisis such as a global
pandemic. l
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TOP 200,
here we come
Thursfields’ new chairman Nick O’Hara is eyeing a place among the country’s
elite legal firms. He tells Jon Griffin about his 40-year career.

N

ick O’Hara does not mince his words
when he recalls the economic downturn
of 2008-09. “It was horrendous. We lost
40 per cent of our workforce during the
recession.
“I hated every minute of it, but it had
to be done. There were problems all over
the place, our overdraft was maxed out
– the bank had been willing to lend you
everything you asked for and more.
“I had been having discussions with a
senior partner because I was frustrated
that the business didn’t seem to be going

anywhere. The message was ‘work harder
and sell your services cheaper’ but that
approach was not sustainable.
“If a partner didn’t want to do anything
they didn’t do it – it needed a fresh and
radical approach.
“One of the scariest decisions I had to
make was to close the legal aid department
down. The crime team was passed on to
another firm and that was sad, because
legal aid is there to help the vulnerable. It is
such a shame that it had to be done at the
expense of the poor and vulnerable.

“But it had to be done because it was
not financially viable and we were not in a
position to continue subsidising it.
“The decision was made in 2012 and
it took 12 months to implement. It meant
we could invest more in areas like better IT
equipment and improved salaries for the
staff.”
Entrepreneurs – and entrepreneurial
flair – come in all sorts of shapes and sizes,
from Richard Branson and Alan Sugar
down to the countless one-man operations
dreaming of fame and fortune. And that
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entrepreneurial spirit is encapsulated in
the radical new approach which turned a
financially fragile regional law firm into the
thriving legal enterprise of today.
Nick, who made the move up from
managing director as this magazine went
to press, said: “I pulled a team of people
around me who had the same passion and
vision and drove through change. My wife
Michelle is an employment lawyer who is a
great business strategist which helped me
greatly through that process. But we had a
few sleepless nights.”
Today, Thursfields, founded in
Kidderminster in 1877, is virtually
unrecognisable from the legal outfit which
faced a distinctly uncertain future as the
worst recession for decades swept through
the sector more than 10 years ago.
“The business that I took over was a
collection of sole practitioners working
under the same roof. I do not think that
there was any team spirit.
“This is so different from what I inherited
– the whole ethos, the team. In reality,
it gave me the justification to persuade
under-performing partners that they had to
change or move on.”
That persuasive approach provides
a significant clue to Nick’s style of
management - there’s steel as well as
substance to this affable and approachable

lawyer. “My style is that I try and bring
people with me where I can. But there is
also a line in the sand, you are on the bus
or off the bus.
“Today, it is a good team right across
the business and they have to work
collaboratively in the best interests of
Thursfields and the clients. But there is still a
long way to go.”
Working in collaboration has never been
more vital than during the long months
of lockdown - and Nick has paid glowing
tribute to the Thursfields team for their
efforts.
“We managed to get all our staff we
needed to work set up and working from
home in the week before lockdown started.
We ran a very skeleton staff on a rota basis
in the offices to take incoming post and
to scan it onto the system and to send
outgoing post as and when needed.”
He said there had been a big drop in
new instructions in most areas although the
family and wills and estates department had
still been in great demand. “We furloughed
about 30 per cent of the workforce but
it fairly quickly became apparent that we
needed to bring people back.
“There have been some voluntary
redundancies but not many. New matters
coming into the business in July were back
to the levels they were in July 2019. All our

staff are now able to work from home if
that suits them.”
Nick’s vote of confidence in Thursfields’
collaborative approach to coronavirus was
echoed by business development manager
Dani James, who said the firm had “fastforwarded” its digital plans, with the switch
to webinars proving “very successful”.
“The firm has adapted well and quickly
to enable continuation of the work required
with little impact to clients and to protect
the well-being of the workforce by further
investment in technology enabling remote
working,” she said.
Managing a team during a global
pandemic notwithstanding, it’s been a long
journey for Nick – a remarkably youthful
63-year-old – from Monday April 2 1979,
the day he joined the Worcestershire firm to
train as a solicitor.
He had studied law at the then
Wolverhampton Polytechnic and later
Chester College of Law. His first interview
to become an articled clerk took place at a
legal sector Christmas party and he started
at Thursfields’ Kidderminster office after
passing his final exams.
He qualified as a solicitor in 1981 and
became a partner five years later in 1986,
effectively running the firm’s Stourport
office for 25 years. 40 years later his
career path resembles the life and times
of a committed professional with an
entrepreneur’s eye for the pitfalls of the
trade, in addition to the benefits.
“Law seems to be a fairly well-defined
profession but when you look at it, it’s
really wide – it’s six or seven businesses in
one.
“A criminal lawyer is nothing like a
corporate lawyer. I did different areas of
law. I started off cutting my teeth doing
criminal law in the magistrates’ courts.
“One day, I was called out in the middle
of the night to represent someone. It was
my third call that night and it was three
or four o-clock in the morning. The duty
sergeant said that he was not interviewing
the man in the cells until the following
morning because he was far too drunk.
“The following morning, I had to
represent another person at magistrates
court who had been taking cars without
consent and he was given a suspended
sentence. He was a prolific offender, he left
the court and the police caught him stealing
a car.
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“I went back to the office and said, ‘I
can’t do this any more, it killed me.’ You get
a rare insight into human nature. I lived and
breathed it and you were looking to try to
do your best for people.
“It taught me that there are two types of
people, there was the type of person who
wants to grow and change and learn from
their mistakes, and there are other people
who do not.
“Then I moved into an area where I was
still trying to help couples in failed marriages
and help them separate in a way that helps
the client to move on. All too often, people
tend to spend a lot of time wallowing in
their own difficulties.”
He had an unusual accession to power
when the senior partner became ill in 2007,
and the remaining partners organised a vote
on a new leader for the company.
“There were at least four other partners
who should have got the role on the basis of
seniority – they were older and more senior
than me.”
At the age of 50, Nick took on the role of
managing partner on January 1, 2008. Less
than a year later the Western economies
and the business world were caught in the
vicious crossfires of the aforementioned
recession, fuelled by the sub-prime mortgage
crisis in the US which led to the banking
bailouts of October 2008. It was, in
anybody’s language, a real baptism of fire for
the man voted in as boss by his colleagues.
But Nick stuck to his guns in the arduous
task of turning around the fortunes of
Thursfields and putting the law firm on
to a more stable financial footing. Instead
of spending his energies trying to get 15
partner-owners onto the same page with
decision-making, he laid the groundwork
for a new corporate structure with a
small executive board. In 2014 the firm
incorporated into a company and a new role
of managing director was created.
That approach, adopted after outside
business consultant Malcolm Walton had
taken an in-depth look at the state of
Thursfields, has paid off. Thursfields has
grown revenues by more than 140 per cent,
and total revenues have mushroomed by
millions of pounds. Now the firm is edging
closer and closer to Nick’s stated ambition of
leading the firm into the Top 200 list of law
firms across the UK.
“The Top 200 is based on turnover and
our current turnover is £9.2 million. We need

to get to £11 million. But with the people
we have got here and the people we are
bringing in I am confident we will get into
the Top 200.
“We had six years of growth, which has
been 20 per cent a year constantly. Another
year of 20 per cent growth and we will be
in there.”
The reinvention of Thursfields over the
past decade or so has gradually emerged
against a background of unprecedented
change in the legal sector.
“There have been huge changes in the
sector and it will continue to change. I look
at the teams and see the pressures they are
under and the response times they face.
“Years ago, you could get a letter by
second-class post and wait for a second-class
post letter back. Today people will send an
email and expect a response within an hour.
“It is so very, very different. I have huge
admiration for the young lawyers starting
now. This generation of lawyers works
harder and are under more pressures.
“I look at some of the people we have
had from bigger firms where they have been
expected to do 60 to 70 hours a week to hit
their targets and as a result, they have not
been seeing their children and wives and
have no interests outside work.
“We try to encourage our lawyers to
switch off when they leave the office – we
actively encourage our lawyers to have a life
away from the office. We don’t encourage
long hours and there is no macho culture
within the business expecting people to be
here before 8am and leaving after 7pm.”
Thursfields’ enlightened approach
comes as the legal sector continues to face
continued consolidation, according to Nick.

“Law is just going to get more competitive
and I can only see firms merging and
combining to consolidate in the marketplace.
“It is driven by the cost of compliance
and technology. For smaller firms, it is too
time-consuming to do compliance. The
marketplace is demanding well-regulated
businesses with the most up to date IT and
means of communication.”
But it’s not all about efficient technology
at Thursfields. The firm has embraced a
string of Corporate Social Responsibility
initiatives in recent years, including adopting
as its chosen charity New College Worcester,
a non-maintained special residential and day
school for blind and partially sighted aged
11 to 19.
As much as anything, Thursfields are
determined to remain an integral part of the
geographical area they serve, a communityminded policy encouraged by Nick.
“Given the choice, I would prefer to
spend more time out there. I still have the
opportunities to see clients and discuss legal
matters with them. But I do not do legal
work, I am in a wholly managerial role.”
Nick, whose wife Michelle succeeds him
in the role of managing director, may miss
chewing the fat with long-standing clients,
but his management style has clearly paid
invaluable dividends for Thursfields.
“I think that one of the things I have done
is make Thursfields run as a business. We are
now a proper business with a proper board
structure with proper plans. Everyone knows
what their responsibilities are and the part
they are playing in the business.”
It’s a blueprint for success that would be
the envy of many an entrepreneur out there
in today’s relentless 24-7 business world... l
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DISRUPTING THE PROPERTY MARKET
Hard work and a passion for property pays off for ODOS.
James Graham has had ambition for business
since he was a young boy. He has worked
through a variety of jobs and grew his passion
for property at 18, when during his A Levels
at the King’s School Worcester, he had an
idea to create a disruptive Estate Agency after
seeing first-hand how challenging it can be
for home sellers. Two months later, he had
developed this idea into software.
After initially setting out to become an
Infantry Officer in the Army, James received
an investment opportunity for his idea that he
could not turn down and so ODOS Properties
was born. This investment opportunity
allowed James to fully launch and fund ODOS
Properties in 2018, at the age of 18. Two
years later and ODOS has now got brand new
bespoke software and a proven successful
process for selling property both efficiently
and transparently at a lower price. ODOS

Properties has listed over 200 properties
Nationwide and is now undergoing plans for
expansion within the next year, including a
potential crowdfunding campaign as ODOS
is now EIS approved (a Government incentive
for investors).
In addition to this, during his time working
with homeowners at ODOS Properties, James
came to the realisation that many of his
clients were struggling with the legal side
to the property transaction. As a result, he
has spent the past year setting up a property
law firm to help these individuals and to try
to make the process more transparent. The
development of this law firm came with
many hoops to jump through as age acted
as a barrier for James (only being 20 at the
time). However, hard work paid off and the
law firm is now a fully licensed and regulated
CLC firm that currently employs 5 people and

Montrose Conveyancing provides
services in purchasing, selling and
remortgaging residential property.
Our team understands that buying a property, for many
of us, will be the largest asset we own. As a result we like
to make sure the process is carried out efficiently and
professionally. In addition, we aim to make the process
as simple as possible for our clients, so that they can
understand exactly where their transaction is.
Montrose Conveyancing blends modern technology with
a traditional and personal service to ensure our clients
are communicated with throughout the process. We also
have direct links to estate agents, with many of our team
having experience within estate agency, so we
understand the process first hand!
We value every unique relationship between our clients
and their properties. If you work with us, we will show
you how we manage expectations with sincerity,
professionalism, punctuality and diligence.

01531 825 860
montroseconveyancing.com

counting. James now offers clients the ability
to sell their property for 0.70% inc VAT with
ODOS Properties if they use their sister law
firm Montrose Conveyancing LTD to carry out
the legal side to their sale.

For information please visit
www.odosproperties.co.uk
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Supporting your business
during the Covid-19
pandemic.
01527 830 420
www.zooaccounting.co.uk

Glen McCulloch,
Client Success
Partner at Zoo
Accounting explains
how the Coronavirus
Business Interruption
Loan Scheme could
help your business.
As lockdown loomed, many small business
owners were put in a position of uncertainty.
With many businesses only custom being from
on-site sales, and yet being unable to remain
open, you can see where the dilemma quickly
became apparent.
Enter Rishi Sunak, Chancellor of the
Exchequer, who had announced the support
that the government was going to provide in
the form of business loans.
Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan
Scheme (CBILS)
Small to medium-sized businesses with an
annual turnover of up to £45 million affected
by the coronavirus are eligible to apply. Each
business that is eligible to get the loan may
be approved to borrow up to £5 million, and
to put business owners’ minds at ease, the
government pledged to cover the interest fees
for the first 12 months.
Between April and August, a staggering
60,409 loans were approved to the tune of
£13.68 billion
When is the deadline
Unless the government decide to extend

the scheme, the deadline for applying for a
CBILS loan is 30th September 2020. Although
the government had originally announced a
“hard close” on this deadline, applications
will still be processed up until 30th November
2020, so be quick if you feel your business
could benefit from the scheme. Applications
made after 30th September will not be
considered.
It is worth noting at this point that there are
various other support schemes in place too.
More info can be found at https://www.
gov.uk/coronavirus/business-support
Assessing affordability
It goes without saying that although this
may help your business in the short term, it is
still a loan that needs to be paid back and so
assessing your affordability long term is key
before applying.
You should speak to your Accountant who
should be able to provide you with a cashflow
forecast to ensure that the money is there and
that you will be in a better position on the
back of lending, as opposed to creating more
debt. l
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Supporting the Armed
Forces - Good for Business
Sign the Armed Forces Covenant to support the Defence
community.

The West Midland Reserve Forces & Cadets
Association (WM RFCA), are pleased to
acknowledge the 5,700 organisations who
have now signed the Armed Forces Covenant.
The Armed Forces Covenant, introduced
by the Ministry of Defence in 2014, is used by
businesses to publically pledge their support
to the Armed Forces community. Businesses

who hold an Armed Forces Covenant
recognise the value serving personnel,
both regular and reservists, veterans, cadet
force adult volunteers and military families
contribute to their business and our country.
The wealth of skills acquired in the Royal
Navy, Army and RAF have tangible benefits
to business. Military training enhances
leadership, planning, decision making,
flexibility and communication skills. Service
leavers have proven ability to work effectively
within diverse teams, operate under pressure
and provide business with a high level
of responsibility, independence and selfdiscipline. l

If you would like to find out more how
to sign the Armed Forces Covenant,
and access free recruitment support to
attract ex-military personnel to your
business, contact the WM RFCA Employer
Engagement team at
wm-eeao@rfca.mod.uk or call us on
0121 274 2225.
For further information visit
www.armedforcescovenant.gov.uk

Can you spare any
space?
Empty industrial unit, unused office, garage or storage
space?
The generous people of West Mercia have donated lots of
much needed items. We are in desperate need of storage
space. If you are able to provide any secure storage space
it would be greatly appreciated.
If you are able to help with this request please contact us
via email general@wmwa.org.uk or telephone 07870 916
688.

@WMWomensAid
@wmwomensAid
@WestMerciaWomensAid

West Mercia Womens Aid.indd 1

To help a family move to a new
life of safety scan the QR and
make a regular or one-off
donation.
29/08/2020 10:03
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FIGHTING ON
Martin ‘The Warrior’ Warrillow suffered a
near-fatal stroke in 2013, today he helps to
educate people about the importance of a
good work and life balance.
Ever laid paralysed in the middle of the
road, inches away from the wheel-arch of a
bus, waiting for it to crush you? I have.
It happened on December 16 2013, at just
after 3.15pm.
I thought I was a reasonably-fit 49-year-old
freelance journalist. In reality, the effects of
27 years in that high-pressured career had
finally taken their toll.
With my blood pressure through the roof
after a particularly difficult few weeks, an
artery had burst in my brain – I’d had what
is known as a haemorraghic stroke. The
flow of blood from that artery stopped my
brain getting oxygen and put intolerable
pressure on the body’s most vital organ.
That led to the whole of my left side
becoming paralysed, something I only
became aware of when I stepped off the
pavement to cross a road and crumpled to
the floor, unable to move.
That takes some effort for the human
brain to understand, believe me. What just
happened? Why won’t my leg and arm
move? What was that explosion I just felt in
my head (it was actually the sound of blood
getting into parts of the brain where it’s not
designed to go)?
Understandable, then, that I didn’t see a
47-seater bus pull out of a stop some 25
yards away and head towards me, the
driver’s mind firmly focused on the traffic.
I’m quite convinced that driver never knew
there was a stricken human body lying
in the road – dangerously close to being
flattened.
As I write these words, I can still picture the
massive rear near-side wheel of the bus,
with my paralysed body lying next to it. I
can still picture my frantic efforts to curl up
into a ball to avoid it. And I can still feel the
sense of relief as the bus moved away.
I crawled across the road, using the

arm which was still working. I have no
memory of whether there was much traffic
around, if any, but I do know that those
few minutes were the scariest of my life. I
probably should have died. The fact that I
didn’t has changed my outlook on things
forever.
Somehow, I got to the pavement and clung
to a lamp-post, still trying to process what
had happened. A passing pedestrian saw
my plight, dragged me into a nearby shop
and called a paramedic, who arrived in a
matter of minutes. He did a series of tests,
then announced: “Right, Martin, I think
you’ve had a stroke. I’m taking you to
hospital to get you checked out.”
A stroke? I can’t have had a stroke. I’m 49
and 49-year-olds don’t have strokes. Only
your 80-year-old gran with dementia has a
stroke.
Nonetheless, I was too overwhelmed by the
whole thing to argue. I was blue-lighted
off to my local hospital and subjected to a
series of brain scans which showed that I
had indeed had a stroke (By the way, I now
know that anyone of any age can have a
stroke. I have a friend who had a stroke just
after her 13th birthday, while a business
acquaintance lost his three-year-old son to
a stroke).
I spent a month in hospital, over Christmas
2013, while the paralysis only began to
recede after two weeks. Then followed
months of intensive physiotherapy in an
effort to get my left leg and arm working
again. I was in a wheelchair for four
months, housebound for eight months and
still getting around on two sticks 18 months
after my stroke.
Having said that, I’m alive. The bus missed
me and I believe it missed me for a reason;
to allow me to educate people about stroke
and the dangers of work-stress, because I

am absolutely convinced that overwhelming
work-stress put me where I am today.
I walk with a stick because my balance and
co-ordination is permanently damaged,
my left-hand side is still much weaker than
my right-hand side, I suffer memory-loss,
mood-swings and overwhelming fatigue
and I take 14 tablets a day which are
keeping me alive.
But I’m still here. I do a blog and a podcast
about stroke-awareness, I run a free
Facebook group about it and I do public
speaking to help employers understand
stroke. In these regular columns, I hope to
do my part to help you understand stroke
– and those who live with the effects of it
every day – that bit more. l
Website: www.askthewarrior.com
Podcast: Thewarriorpodcast.libsyn.com
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Audi was
great!
But the service and help from Audi
on demand was simply superb.
Writes Colin Foxall, Director,
Nexus Creative Ltd

I

t was a disastrous day. I had a temporary hire car to
collect and a full diary. Then I remembered. I hadn’t
received my driving licence back from having 3 points
added for 34mph in a 30 limit. Quite simply – it was a
disaster.
My business partner Nigel was my first thought, could he
collect me and drive me around? What was his diary like?
The answer was – busy.
Nigel is however an Audi driver and he had heard of an
Audi offering called Audi on demand. He spoke to them
and yes, they had a car for him. I could then use his, we
were saved! But neither of us were expecting either the
car we had, the range we could have had or Audi’s service
offering.
The car was a new Q5 S Line, it was definitely a cutabove the average hire vehicle. But Audi offer virtually
their whole range from the Q1 to the beautiful Q7 directly
from the dealership!
He booked it online with no messing about signing-up
or registering and within a 30 minute drive they deliver
the vehicle to you. They gave fully comp insurance and
unlimited mileage and the insurance excess was minimal.
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Nigel said, “The car was a delight. I have
had Audi’s for years but never driven this
model, mine tend to be the sports types.
But having had a second child 7 months
ago trying to squeeze a pushchair and
the other accoutrements of parenthood,
including the baby of course, is proving to
be taxing to put it mildly. I’ve driven TT’s
for about 10 years so I was unsure how I’d
feel adjusting to a larger vehicle but it was
responsive, felt connected to the road and
was surprisingly sporty. It wasn’t too big

and wasn’t too small, it is pretty much an
ideal vehicle for me.
“It was also blessed with all the gadgets
and I love gadgets! You could argue being
able to spell out the address in the sat-nav
by writing with your finger on a touch

‘‘

pad is an unnecessary gimmick but it was
surprisingly useful. There was a button for
pretty much everything including changing
the size of the speedo and rev counter on
the large digital screen…I didn’t know I
needed the ability but Audi had obviously

“You could argue being able to spell out the address in the sat-nav by
writing with your finger on a touch pad is an unnecessary gimmick
but it was surprisingly useful.”
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done their homework because I naturally
used it.
“Colin only needed a hire car for a day
while his was in for service, but I kept the
Q5 for 3 days extra and over a weekend.
David Crouch at Audi on demand at
Birmingham Audi could not have been more
helpful. They and the service they offer is
superb, you can have an actual car from
the dealership from 7 hours to 7 months or
beyond and there is total flexibility.
“I’m not aware if the other high-end

manufacturers offer the equivalent service
but in my past experience of Audi from a
sales and aftersales point of view would
always draw me to them.
“My business Nexus Creative Ltd is
a full-service marketing agency and for
events or photoshoots we often need
different vehicles for either the terrain of
number of people involved in the project
on that day. This will be so useful, as is
the European travel that is included in the
hire (with up to three drivers) as we work

in several European countries on behalf of
some of our customers.”
Although I had never heard of this
service from Audi, I think it is definitely
one that both Nigel and I will use again
personally. Also for the occasional times
that we either need a much larger vehicle
for a group visit somewhere or just an extra
vehicle for one of our colleagues at Nexus,
we will definitely be giving them a call.
The ‘icing-on-the-cake’ was that it wasn’t
that expensive either! l
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ICONIC
DESIGN
Josh Sims talks to Paolo Pininfarina, chairman of Italian design company
Pininfarina.

T

hose who know the Pininfarina name may have been
surprised by the Italian design company’s output over
recent years. It has included yacht interiors for Wally, and
yacht exteriors for Princess, cabin concepts for Airbus, TVs
for Sharp, a sports utility bicycle, an ice cube for Chivas,
kitchens, cooking pots, jewellery, garden furniture and
pens made out of an alloy that allows it to write endlessly
without need for refill. It’s designed the new panoramic
train around the Swiss Alps.
Then there is the award-winning architecture: it’s
designed the air traffic control tower at Istanbul Airport,
and a residential tower in Brazil, among other projects. It’s
in the process of designing a resort for the Costa Del Sol.
The tempered glass frame that supports an integrated solar
power system and which won last year’s prestigious Red
Dot Award for Design Concept? Yes, that was a Pininfarinadesigned bus shelter, for the City of Miami.
“But then people forget that everything has to be
designed - this light, this pen, this car and yes, this
bus shelter,” counters the company’s chairman, Paolo
Pininfarina. “But design is not all about glamour. It’s about
finding that better way of making something work well. It’s
also about business. There are 700 people working here, so
we can’t be aristocratic about the work we do.”
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“Design is not all about
glamour. It’s about finding
that better way of making
something work well.”
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Still, one can’t imagine that Paolo
Pininfarina takes a bus often. After all,
Pininfarina is still best known as the coachbuilder and stylist behind most of Ferrari’s
output since the 1980s. It was Pininfarina
that also gave autophiles the likes of the
iconic likes of the Fiat 124 Spider Europa
Volumex, 1963 Chevrolet Corvette Rondi,
1987 Cadillac Allante, BMW’s Gran
Lusso Coupe and Maserati’s Quattroporte
Sport GT - among the 600 cars or so it has
designed.
“Of course I’d never say no to working
with Ferrari in the future. But times
change,” explains Paolo Pininfarina. “The
fact was that in the past the match was
good. Pininfarina was easy to understand
- it stood for cars, excellence, luxury. But
I’ve also always wanted to develop the
cachet it has into other areas. Cars will

always be part of the business. And as
cars become objects of desire - there will
always be people who think of cars that
way - they we’ll be part of providing that.
But there’s a lot of other things to design
too.”
It was Paolo Pininfarina who led the
company’s diversification. Established
by Paolo’s grandfather Battista ‘Pinin’
Farina 90 years ago this year, primarily
then working with Lancia, then taken
forward into a long working relationship
with Ferrari by his father, Paolo Pininfarina
presciently first suggested that the
company consider designing outside of the
automotive sector three decades ago.
It was a bold move, in part allowing
the company get back into the black after
accruing huge debts and ceasing its own
car production in 2011. Still saddled

with huge debt, this led to the company’s
acquisition at the end of 2015 by Indian
IT and engineering conglomerate Tech
Mahindra, albeit leaving Pininfarina with
autonomy. The shift from manufacturing to
design has not been easy, Paolo Pininfarina
concedes, but now it has the space and
the financing to make a design focus
really happen. And it’s happening fast. It’s
already in the top five of Italy’s design
companies by value of production.
Not that Pininfarina’s prescience has
abandoned its association with cars - it
has a project on the go with Ferrari now;
this year has also seen the unveiling of
both its concept car design for Karma,
a Californian luxury electric automaker,
and of the Battista, an electric super-car
from its own sustainable luxury car brand,
Automobili Pininfarina, made possible by

bw-magazine.co.uk

Mahindra’s money. Pininfarina actually
launched an electric car proposal back in
2007, evidence that, as Paolo Pininfarina
stresses, you can be too early with an
idea just as much as you can be too late.
Rather, the company’s focus has
moved off the radar for many car fans, in
as much as it now lends its style eye to
manufacturers in the east - those which,
by some accounts, will dominate carmaking within a decade. Chinese makers
the likes of SGM, Foton, Changfeng,
JAC and Brilliance, may be about as
well known here as makers in Korea
and Vietnam, with whom Pininfarina is
also working. It’s at the Chinese maker
Chery that, this spring, Pininfarina found
its first ever chief creative officer, the
British car designer Kevin Rice.
“It’s strange but a lot of people don’t
know that Vietnam, for example, even
makes cars. But it’s a huge business,
catering to a market of millions of
people, and a market that’s coming
up,” Pininfarina notes. “Pininfarina has
always tried to be close to companies
when they were, in effect, operating
like start-ups - we worked with the likes
of Nissan, or Hyundai, when they got
going. You get in early and provide a full
service for them, everything from brand
identity to office interior design. And the
East is going to be the most prominent
market for car manufacture in the near
future.”
As for Paolo Pininfarina, the direction
he really wants to go in is up. As he
notes, the company has tried designing
just about everything. But he looks at the
ISS, and sees Space X rocket American
astronauts into the ether, and notes that
one thing it hasn’t tried is space habitats.
“That would be a dream for me: to
help make the living quarters for the
people who will go to Mars,” says
Pininfarina. “A while ago I met some
Italian astronauts who told me that design
for space is all about reliability. You
have thousands of engineers working on
these projects, and maybe two designers.
You want reliability, of course, but if
you’re going to be living in space for six
months you also need comfort, you need
ergonomics. Hopefully going to Mars
will happen by the end of my professional
career. And then I can retire.” l
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OCTOBER
2-3

NEC Birmingham The National Franchise
Exhibition Virtual Event

9

Hereford & Worcestershire chamber of
commerce EU Exit Are You Ready

5-9

NEC Virtual Event UK Construction Week

20

Richmond Wood Norton 2020
Networking Event

28

Black Country Chamber Of Commerce
Social Media Fundamentals
@ Wolverhampton Science Park

5-15 Black Country Business Festival
8

Hereford & Worcestershire chamber of
commerce 12-1 Homeworking Advice &
Guidance for Employers

NOVEMBER
6

Bizsmart Scale Up Club – In partnership
with Worcestershire Business Central

19

Institute Of Fundraising West Midlands
Worcestershire Fundraisers

14

Wyre Woman In Rural Enterprise
Networking meeting

24

Black Country Chamber of commerce
Construction & Development Forum

19

CBI West Midlands Annual Dinner
Birmingham Conference & Events Centre

DECEMBER
8

Black country Export
Documentation Workshop

11-12 Enterprising Worcestershire Masterclass
2 Day Start Up course

To have your event listed here, please email jon@bw-magazine.co.uk.
Please note, while we make every effort to ensure these listings are correct, we cannot be held responsible for changes or cancellations – always contact the venue beforehand to check.

Worcestershire Ambassadors proudly promote
and support wonderful Worcestershire as a great
County to live, work and visit.
Community, business, culture sport, history
charity and sponsorship are all areas
Worcestershire Ambassadors actively help to
develop and support in all strands of life within
the County.

To find out more about our events, networking, fund-raising and sponsorship
or about becoming a Member please visit :

www.worcestershireambassadors.com

Make your
worries our
business.
Whatever problems you are
experiencing in your business,
we can help.
Begbies Traynor Group delivers solutions for businesses in the
areas of corporate recovery, restructuring, corporate finance,
property consultancy, refinancing, fund raising, credit control,
time to pay and asset disposal.
Contact us for a consultation:
3rd Floor, Temple Point, 1 Temple Row,
Birmingham, West Midlands, B2 5LG
T: 0121 200 8150 E: birmingham@btguk.com
28 Cleveland Street, Wolverhampton, WV1 3HT
T: 01902 489 860 E: wolverhampton@btguk.com
Office 2, Broomhall Business Centre, Broomhall Lane,
Broomhall, Worcester, Worcestershire, WR5 2NT
T: 01905 852 274 E: worcester@btguk.com
www.begbies-traynorgroup.com

Offices across the UK. www.begbies-traynorgroup.com
Begbies Traynor Group plc is a company registered in England and Wales No: 5120043.
Registered Office: 340 Deansgate, Manchester M3 4LY

